#dontclimbwithoutit

STATIC ROPE EDGE PROTECTION

CATALOG

INTRODUCING A REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCT

TRUST. RELIABILITY. QUALITY. WHAT MATTERS MOST.
Close to 30 years ago, Fjord, Inc. was issued the original patent for what has
become the baseline design for all removable rope protectors that are used in
the market today. Thoughtful, innovative engineering is timeless, American-made
ingenuity, a bonus.
For over 20 years, the Fjord industry leading marine product line, Chafe-Pro®, has
protected the lines of the U.S. Coast Guard and U.S. Navy. Chafe-Pro can now be
found protecting the lines of 95% of the USCG Cutter fleet and over 70% of the
USN fleet including the USS Nimitz aircraft and Old Ironsides, the USS
Constitution. In 2014, Fjord was contracted by NASA to supply custom designed

Always looking to expand to new markets, the experienced Fjord research
and development team has responded to the needs of the technical rope
community. Their solution, the Static Rope Edge Protection (STREP®) system.
This patent-pending system provides the most extensive soft good rope
protection to choose from. When safety matters the most: when at the end of the
rope is your life or someone else’s, STREP has it covered. Fjord worked closely
with trusted rope experts from a variety of industries around the world, along
with rope manufacturers to develop new safety designs that set the standard.
The STREP designs hold the same quality craftsmanship that goes into all of our
other products.

TRUSTED BY:

chafe protection for the recovery tow harness for the Orion Crew Module.
Fjord is considered the leader in rope protection within the global commercial
marine market with twelve issued patents in the U.S. and EU and several more
pending. It’s the protection our military and commercial marine customers count
on, adding certainty and confidence, day after day. With a focus on innovation,
quality assurance and the agility to provide custom solutions, Fjord has become
the world’s largest manufacturer of removable rope protection devices.

GSA CONTRACT # 47QSWA20D00AH
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ABOUT US
We have the passion for delivering innovative products
to a wide variety of customers.
Discover how STREP reaches new heights
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WHAT MAKES
STREP UNIQUE
STREP raises the bar for rope protection products with
American-made, handmade craftsmanship.
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THE STREP SYSTEM
STREP raises the bar for rope protection products with
American-made, handmade craftsmanship.
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EDGE-PRO TM
Discover the features that make Edge-Pro the right
choice. State-of-the art materials that provide rugged
protection, adding a high degree of conf idence for a wide
variety of customers. quam.
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EDGE-MAT TM
Fjord created a product that will
revolutionize the rope industry business: the most
dependable-heavy-duty option for rope safety.
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From recreational climbers to the most experienced
f iref ighters and f irst responders, STREP focuses on
providing quality products to meet individual needs.
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EDGE-PRO TM LT
STREP provides the ultimate in flexibility and
convenience for customers who require lighter,
yet durable rope protection.

TESTIMONIAL
Professionals put their trust and conf idence in the
STREP system. When you demand the best for
yourself, your team and your equipment,
count on STREP.

THE APPLICATIONS
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ANCHOR SLING
For the ultimate in load-bearing strength, Fjord
delivers the strongest 1” wide nylon anchor sling
on the market.

OUR CUSTOMERS PUT
STREP TO THE TEST
@CORVUS_PRO
“Existing products on the market were expen¬sive, but not necessarily superior to a makeshift
system. While climbing or in a rescue scenario,
avoiding sharp edges and using a backpack to
pad the rope was standard. (This caused) significant wear on the pack…As a firefighter, an
old firehose or canvas was good enough for
most situations.
As a result, operations could be slowed by
piecemeal solutions and in many cases, rope
saw premature wear despite the “protection”
employed. Since using the STREP system in a
variety of environments, it’s definitely a “need to
have” piece of gear.

product closed, even during operation. The high
strength anchor straps with sewn eye ends are
highly versatile, with adequate strength and
re¬silience for life safety applications.

“BEFORE USING THE
STREP® SYSTEM, PURPOSEBUILT EDGE PROTECTION
WAS A “NICE TO HAVE”.
NOW IT’S DEFINITELY A
“NEED TO HAVE”.

The STREP system offers a convenient, pur¬pose-made solution that solves each problem
while being comfortable to carry on the inside
of the pack and easy to deploy in a range of
scenarios. The robust padding protects against

We’ve found that the STREP system has
de¬creased friction during litter operations at the
edge on both the down and up; lessened force
on the anchors and equipment during hauling,
as well as decreased effort of the rescuer and in-

rock crystals, hard edges, and cracks. (It’s) able
to be integrated into any existing system: you
choose which cord, webbing, or rope to use.

creased the life span of the rope. “

The webbing loops provide convenient attachment points while the Velcro® straps hold the

- Mike

HELLO!
You may know about Chafe-Pro, but
there’s an interesting backstory about our
company. In 1968, my parents, Capt. Ed
Ratigan, PhD & Gail Ratigan founded Fjord
Nautical Instruments, now known as Fjord,
Inc. In 1991 Capt. Ed invented the Chafe-Pro
concept and was awarded a US Patent in
1995 for his original and unique idea that
would revolutionize rope protection.
In 2008 I left my career as a high school
English teacher and coach to come aboard
the family business that I grew up around.
With two children of my own, I have great
hopes that one day Fjord will be a 3rd
generation family business.
Over the years, our company has
grown exponentially; our 10,000 square
foot facility houses an innovative research
and development team and all products
are manufactured here in Burlington, North

ABOUT US
In 2012, we developed STREP after
receiving a request from a window-wash¬ing
company. They needed to protect their
static rope from chafing on the edge of the
high-rise buildings. Since then we have sold
STREP units to climbers and other technical
rope customers upon request. Because our
primary focus has always been the marine
industry, we did not pursue the STREP
avenue until we learned more about the
industry, as well as the wants and needs of
the community and after receiving input from
rope manufacturers.

Our goal is, and always will be, to protect
your life and your investment. Our STREP
motto is: Don’t Climb Without It!™ We mean
that! Thank you for your interest in our
company and products, I look forward to
providing value for you now and into the
future.

Carolina. What I love most about our
company is that we’re providing solutions to
our customers, which oftentimes turn into
products. The STREP system product line is a
great example.
Michael Ratigan
CEO

STREP is designed to deliver the utmost in rope
safety. To create this system, we take pride in almost
three decades of experience in rope protection. We
work directly with rope manufacturers from around
the world to supply them with standard chafe gear
and custom solutions. Our goal: provide the
highest quality rope protection for our customers.
You put your life at risk every time you go over an
edge. We take that responsibility for your protection
(and equipment) seriously.
With a user-first mentality, we’re constantly
innovating and educating – taking rope protection
to the next level. Since designing the STREP system
in 2012, we have continued to advance our
product line to better accommodate the wide range
of uses and needs in the technical rope community.
Our experienced research and development team is
known for being agile, quickly responding to
customer needs and requests for special
applications. In fact, some of our current products
are the direct result from customer requests.

A ROPE’S BEST FRIEND

STREP SETS THE
STANDARD

Protect your ropes like your life or the
lives of others depends on them. With
STREP, you’ll have peace of mind knowing that your ropes will withstand any
abrasive environment the world throws
your way.

The Edge-Mat™ is a game changer for the rope protection industry.
You put your trust in the equipment you use on the job. Now trust STREP to help
extend the life of that equipment. Working with rope industry experts and manufacturers, STREP raises the bar on protection and durability.

Choose from a wide variety of sizes
and styles to meet your individual or
job-related needs.

STREP products are constructed of the same
proprietary nylon weave used to manufacture
Chafe-Pro products. It was developed based on
years of experimentation with different textiles
and weave patterns. Woven specifically for
abrasion resistance, the outer nylon layer is
designed to withstand sharp angles and harsh
surfaces as well as protect the static rope
from damage.
The inner liner of durable, yellow ballistic nylon
provides another tough barrier between the
surface and the rope. It also serves as a
warning indicator, alerting users that the gear
may need to be replaced. The STREP system is
lightweight, tough and flexible allowing for
convenient storage, yet durable enough to
protect important static rope.

Secure Strap provides added security
that wrap remains closed during use

HEAVY DUTY ANCHOR SLING
Ultimate in load bearing strength
Yellow color for increased visibility

EDGE PROTM
48” (120 cm) of 6 mm Sterling Rope accessory cord
Yellow/Black color for increased visibility
High quality accessory cord for attachment purposes

REFLECTIVE TRIM
Reflective trims and thread added for increased
visibility and safety

THE STREP® SYSYEM

360° SECURE STRAP

THE STREP SYSYEM
®

Because the Anchor Sling is removable, you can use any 1” wide
anchor/climbing sling in the system or use your own sling. STREP
is your go-to-system, protecting against sharp edges and rough
surfaces, increasing the lifespan of your equipment.

DONT CLIMB WITHOUT IT
The STREP system is a complete, customizable system to meet
your needs for special applications. The innovative Edge-Pro™ and
revolutionary Edge-Mat™ can be used with the removable nylon
Anchor Sling that features a load-bearing 6” sewn eye to help users
easily maneuver going over an edge with confidence.

Edge-Pro

TM

With a variety of different models and sizes,
Edge-Pro is sure to be your most used rope safety
product. Designed to prevent abrasion, it protects
your rope from any natural or industrial obstruction that you encounter on the job. When facing
tough, unpredictable elements, professionals
count on Edge-Pro.
Removable rope protection device allows the rope to
pass freely through the inside
Outer layer is made of a proprietary nylon weave, while the
inner layer, made of yellow ballistic nylon, acts as
a wear indicator
Nylon loops can be used to secure the removable
Anchor Sling
The 360-degree closure strap features a silver reflective
trim for increased visibility
Durable hook and loop closure system
Choose from 4 different models: 06, 08, 12, 16 with 4
lengths for each model (2’, 3’, 4’ and 6’)
48” (120 cm) Sterling Rope 6 mm accessory cords
accompany all models
Attachment loops at each end

SPECIFICATIONS
> 1.25” dia.

06 MODEL

> 32 mm dia.

6” W x 2’ L

06-EP-02

15cm W x 61cm L

6” W x 3’ L

06-EP-03

15cm W x 91cm L

6” W x 4’ L

06-EP-04

15cm W x 122cm L

6” W x 6’ L

06-EP-06

15cm W x 183cm L

> 2” dia.

08 MODEL

> 50 mm dia.

8” W x 2’L

08-EP-02

20cm W x 61cm L

8” W x 3’L

08-EP-03

20cm W x 91cm L

8” W x 4’L

08-EP-04

20cm W x 122cm L

8” W x 6’L

08-EP-06

20cm W x 183cm L

> 2.5” dia.

12 MODEL

> 65 mm dia.

12” W x 2’ L

12-EP-02

30cm W x 61cm L

12” W x 3’ L

12-EP-03

30cm W x 91cm L

12” W x 4’ L

12-EP-04

30cm W x 122cm L

12” W x 6’ L

12-EP-06

30cm W x 183cm L

> 4” dia.

16 MODEL

> 65 mm dia.

16” W x 2’ L

16-EP-02

40cm W x 61cm L

16” W x 3’ L

16-EP-03

40cm W x 91cm L

16” W x 4’ L

16-EP-04

40cm W x 122cm L

16” W x 6’ L

16-EP-06

40cm W x 183cm L

STREP knows how important versatility is
for customers. That’s why you can choose
from a variety of models and lengths.

You have enough to think about. Rough
terrain and sharp edges don’t need to
be part of your worries. Have a need for
an anchor sling? The Edge-Pro has it
covered with sewn in loops to hold any
1” wide sling in place.

INNOVATION TAKES US
TO HIGHER GROUND
@ THECRACKERJACKGRP

“We jumped on the opportunity to try
the new STREP® products because there
has been so little innovation in the rope
protection space. Our most likely points
of failure in rope rescue systems are
human error in operation or damaging
a rope due to running abrasion or sharp
edges. To date, most soft edge protection
was either canvas sheet or small padded
sleeves. Those options weren’t adequate
and resulted in mostly cosmetic
solutions. They weren’t thick enough,
bunched up with movement, or didn’t
stay in place.

students and clients grab them first as
they are so easy to use and cover larger
hazards and friction points. Most helpful
is that the base layer tends to grip and
stick to surfaces, so it can frequently be
dropped into place and it stays exactly
where it was placed.

WITH THE STREP®
SYSTEM, WE FIND THAT
ROPE PROTECTION IS
EASIER, FASTER…”

The STREP products are robust,
thick, handle abrasion well and give
us the confidence that our ropes really

…and therefore, more likely to be done
well which increases safety and reduces
risk in high consequence environments.

are protected. The sleeves are made
in meaningful lengths leaving margin
for error in placement. Having 3 to 4 ft.
sleeves really covers an edge and makes
getting over an edge easier with less
fiddling to get perfect placement.

STREP truly is the best all solution
available and we are proud to carry it as
part of our training cache.”
- Craig McClure

The Edge-Mat™ is the real winner in
the product line. There is NOTHING like
it available in the market. We find our

THE crackerjack GROUP

Edge-Mat

TM

Edge-Mat is the toughest product in the STREP
product line and is revolutionizing the rope
industry business. Designed with maximum
resilience and padded with several layers of soft,
porous, breathable nylon, it is ideal for any job
that puts your rope at risk. With a variety of
different sizes, utilities and customizable options,
the Edge-Mat will be your most
dependable, heavy-duty option for rope safety.
Usable for professional and recreational use, it
combines thoughtful design, uncompromising
quality and rugged durability.

Reflective components provide
increased visibility
Attachment loops in each corner
48” (120 cm) of 6 mm Sterling Rope
accessory cords accompany all models

Base layer: proprietary black nylon weave
2nd layer: yellow ballistic nylon: wear
indicator
3rd layer: proprietary porous padding
4th layer: yellow ballistic nylon:
wear indicator
Top layer: proprietary black nylon
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARD
16” W x 2’ L

EM-02

16” W x 3’ L

EM-03

40cm W x 91cm L

16” W x 4’ L

EM-04

40cm W x 122 cm L

40cm W x 61cm L

Edge-Mat Additional Models

Edge-Mat XR

To meet the needs of our customers, STREP
didn’t stop with just one Edge-Mat. Based on your

The toughest terrain requires more material and
more layers. The Edge-Mat XR model features an
extremely durable base for added protection.

needs, you can choose from a variety of
Edge-Mat products, designed to withstand
the harshest, most abrasive elements.

Base layer: ¼” thick ultra-durable yellow nylon base wear pad

Edge-Mat RBP
Rope Burn Protection
STREP takes all the durability of Edge-Mat and
adds an additional layer of material is added
for increased protection against rope burn.

Edge-Mat XR RBP
Sometimes only the most advanced
protection is required. Our research
and development team developed the
XR RBP model to meet the needs of
the most demanding climbers, rescue
teams and window washers.

2nd layer: black ballistic nylon: wear indicator

Extremely durable base with rope burn protection layer.

3rd layer: proprietary porous padding

Combines all the features of the XR and RBP models.The

4th layer: yellow ballistic nylon: wear indicator

toughest, most durable of the Edge-Mat models.

Top layer: proprietary black nylon

SPECIFICATIONS
16” W x 2’ L

EM-02-XR

16” W x 3’ L
16” W x 4 L

SPECIFICATIONS
30cm W x 61 cm L

16” W x 2’ L

EM-02-RBP

EM-03-XR

30cm W x 91 cm L

16” W x 3’ L

EM-04-XR

30cm W x 122 cm L

16” W x 4 L

SPECIFICATIONS

40cm W x 61cm L

12” W x 2’ L

EM-02-XR-RBP 30cm W x 61cm L

EM-03-RBP

40cm W x 91cm L

12” W x 3’ L

EM-03-XR-RBP 30cm W x 91 cm L

EM-04-RBP

40cm W x 122 cm L

12” W x 4’ L

EM-04-XR-RBP 30cm W x 122cm L

many places. For work and fun – but
always with an eye on strength,
durability and toughness.

RECREATIONAL:
Rock/mountain climbing
Rappelling
Spelunking

PROFESSIONAL:
Climbing/rappelling
Industrial rope access
Fire rescue
Mountain rescue
Confined space
Construction/maintenance
Arborist
Energy and networks
High-rise maintenance
Window washing

THE APPLICATIONS

Customers are using the innovative
STREP system in many ways, in

Edge-Pro
LT

TM

The Edge-Pro LT maintains the same level of
STREP craftsmanship yet provides the protection you need with a lighter weight. This
makes it easier to carry our product with ease.
For recreational climbers, this product also allows greater mobility. The Edge-Pro LT can be
used on top of the Edge-Mat for added protection of your investment.
Yellow reflective trim for increased visibility
Durable hook & loop closure system
Double layer of abrasion resistant Black & Yellow
colored ballistic nylons
Colored wear indicator
Attachment loops located at each end
48” (120 cm) of 6 mm Sterling Rope accessory
cords accompany all models

Choose from 3 models in 3 different
lengths
Base layer: durable black ballistic nylon
2nd layer: yellow ballistic nylon:
wear indicator
SPECIFICATIONS
> 1.25” dia.

06 MODEL

> 32 mm dia.

6” W x 2’ L

06-EP-02-LT

15cm W x 61cm L

6” W x 3’ L

06-EP-03-LT

15cm W x 91cm L

6” W x 4’ L

06-EP-04-LT 15cm W x 122cm L

> 2” dia.

06 MODEL

> 50 mm dia.

8” W x 2’ L

08-EP-02-LT

20cm W x 61cm L

8” W x 3’ L

08-EP-03-LT

20cm W x 91cm L

8” W x 4’ L

08-EP-04-LT 20cm W x 122cm L

> 2.5” dia.

06 MODEL

> 65 mm dia.

12” W x 2’ L 12-EP-02-LT 30 cm W x 61cm L
12” W x 3’ L 12-EP-03-LT 30 cm W x 91cm L
12” W x 4’ L 12-EP-04-LT 30 cm W x 122cm L

STREP’s Anchor Slings give you the
confidence you demand with the strongest
1” wide nylon sling on the market.

The signature yellow reflective trim not only
looks great, but also provides greater visibility every step of the way. Wear indicators
alert you when the gear may need to be replaced. Crafted with pride in the USA.

PUTTING THEIR LIVES
IN OUR HANDS
@ARTOFALPINE
“Working as a rope access technician
across the City of London, I find myself in need
of the best rope protection available…Whether
it be for passing a rough edge or protecting a
delicate structure.
The STREP® system offers a modular
approach to avoiding what could become a
potentially life-threatening situation. The ability
to isolate multiple hazards with the use of
rope protection not only gives our team peace
of mind whilst on the ropes, but also when it
comes to increasing the life of our personal fall
protection equipment.
We have been very impressed with the
STREP system’s ability to ensure adequate
protection not only for our own ropes but
also for the clients’ structures which come in
contact with our fall protection rigging. We
recently worked with the Edge-Mat™ placed
over a delicate powder coated roof surface,
removing the risk of rope chafe damaging
the paintwork and also spreading the load to
reduce the chance of denting the metal facade
panels. This was very successful, and our client
was extremely happy with the final result.
Many times, on a construction site, we
have found ourselves making deviations from
the anchor points, utilizing whatever structures
are suitably available. Sometimes (they are)
are installed midway down a long abseil. The
various Edge-Pro™ models can be attached to

the main and backup ropes with ease, at any
moment. All of the products can also be seen
very easily from a distance due to the reflective
edge tape and are light enough to hang from
your harness without interference.

“THE STREP® SYSTEMS
GIVE MYSELF AND THE
TEAM PEACE OF MIND
THROUGHOUT EACH TASK.”
Another feature that has proven useful
during industrial rope access work is the ability
to incorporate an adaptable anchor sling
to the protector and use this for a re-belay
during a technical access job. The anchor
slings are fully rated for industrial use and
have demountable chafe protectors which can
be cleaned separately from the sling when
working within a hazardous environment.
Overall the STREP® system increases
our work efficiency, highlights rope safety and
offers a truly versatile solution for the future of
our industry.”
- James Ranken

Anchor
Sling
When your job requires the ultimate in
load-bearing strength, this is your go-to product. It’s the strongest 1” wide nylon anchor
sling on the market. All STREP Anchor Slings
come with a Chafe-Pro sleeve for an optional
layer of protection. The Anchor Sling can be
used by itself or coupled with several STREP
models. Made of high-quality materials, you
can rest assured that your investment is secure on the other end of our sling. This product meets the demands of professional and
commercial industries, maintaining a high
level of safety and protection.

Constructed of durable nylon
6” eye loops positioned at each end
Chafe-Pro tubular nylon sleeve (SL-204) delivers an
added layer of protection

SPECIFICATIONS
1” W x 3’ L

SLING-03

2.5cm W x 91cm L

1” W x 4’ L

SLING-04

2.5cm W x 122cm L

1” W x 5’ L

SLING-05

2.5cm W x 152cm L

1” W x 7’ L

SLING-07

2.5cm W x 213cm L

Comes with Chafe-Pro sleeve (SL-204)
®

Minimum Breaking Strength (MBS)
Choker – 8,000 lbs (35.58 kN)
Vertical – 10,000 lbs. (44.48 kN)
Basket – 20,000 lbs. (88.964 kN)
Working Load Limit (WLL)
Choker – 800 lbs. (3.558 kN)
Vertical – 1,000 lbs. (4.448 kN)
Basket – 2,000 lbs. (8.896 kN)

STREP’s Anchor Slings give you the
confidence you demand with the
strongest 1” wide nylon sling on the market.

Easy to handle and equipped with a
standard Chafe-Pro sleeve (SL-204) for
another layer of protection, count on
STREP anchor slings for every climb.

THANK YOU
We have a mission: Never stop developing the finest rope protection products. Always respond to our customers’ needs and surpass their expectations. The proof is in our Government contracts. For over 20 years, the
U.S. Armed Forces have relied upon us to protect their rope with our products. We believe it when we say: Don’t
Climb With Without It ! We know what our products mean to our customers. We feel that responsibility! STREP
is out there in rugged, unpredictable places and we deliver. Every customer puts their lives in our hands. That’s
why we’re 100% committed to delivering the best technology, design and innovation. Every day.

2041 Anthony Road
Burlington, NC 27215

Phone: (336) 567-0336
Toll Free: 844 NO CHAFE (662-4233)
info@chafepro.com

USA

GSA CONTRACT #47QSWA20D00AH
www.fjordinc.com

